
Teaching & Learning Activities – Stage 3

2021 Term 3, Week 3

Please complete the activities in your homework book and check Google Classroom each day for messages and tasks from your teacher.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Morning English
Reading: Read the text
‘Winter in Australia’ attached
below. Choose the level
appropriate to your reading
ability, you will notice there
is either one or two stars
down the bottom of each
text, two stars is more
challenging. After you have
read the text, answer the
comprehension questions.
Answers will be posted to
Google Classroom at the
end of the day.

Writing: Watch the following
persuasive text via the link
below. Plot the video on the
persuasive writing graph.
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=QC4wzdZuBaM
HINT - the sizzling start is -
starts with dialogue. For the
three fact sections ask

English
Reading: Read 2
chapters of a novel/text of
your selection. Choose an
activity from the Super 6
Reading activities table
below to complete.

Writing: Persuasive topic
brainstorm. Using a blank
piece of paper, brainstorm
at least 10 different topics
you could write a
persuasive text about.
Make two columns, one
with closed topics e.g.
Dogs are better than cats
and the other with open
topics such as My
favourite super hero.
Optional - Survey your
family members about
which topic they find most
interesting and use that as
your topic for the week.

English
Reading: Read 2
chapters of a novel/text
of your selection.
Choose an activity from
the Super 6 Reading
activities table below to
complete.

Writing: Persuasive
arguments brainstorm.
Using one topic from
yesterday, brainstorm
10 ideas for and
against and then
choose which side you
want to argue.

Spelling: Continue to
complete your
Soundwaves activity
pages for this week's
sound ‘ar a’.

If you finish early,

English
Reading: Read the text
‘Emu in the sky’’ attached
below. Choose the level
appropriate to your reading
ability, you will notice there
is either two or three stars
down the bottom of each
text, three stars is more
challenging. After you have
read the text, answer the
comprehension questions.
Answers will be posted to
Google Classroom at the
end of the day.

Writing: Dynamic dialogue
- paper wars activity. Get a
blank piece of paper and
two pens, pencils or textas
in different colours. You
need a partner for this
activity. Write the topic from
yesterday at the top of your
page and start a ‘paper

English
Reading: Read 2 chapters
of a novel/text of your
selection. Choose an
activity from the Super 6
Reading activities table
below to complete.

Writing: Sizzling starts -
fast starts. Set a timer for 5
minutes. Using the topic
from yesterday, write as
many sizzling starts as you
can in 5 minutes. Start with
action, sound, dialogue, tell
a story etc. Next, choose
the best fast start and write
a short, persuasive
introduction for your topic to
share on Google
Classroom.

Spelling: Make sure you
have completed both
Soundwaves activity pages
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yourself - What is included
to convince the viewer that
they should buy and eat
Cheerios?
The answers will be posted
to Google Classroom at
the end of the day.

Spelling: Print out this
week's Soundwaves activity
pages (attached below).
This week's sound is ‘ar a’.
Brainstorm 10 words that
start with this sound.
Complete activities 1-5. If
you finish early, complete
the interactive games and
activities online.

This week is Unit 21
Y6 zero785 | Y5 jump390 |
Y4 nose192

Spelling: Continue to
complete your
Soundwaves activity
pages for this week's
sound ‘ar a’.

If you finish early,
complete the interactive
games and activities
online.

complete the interactive
games and activities
online.

war’, arguing from different
perspectives about the
topic. One person argues
for and the other against.
You will have a non-verbal
argument, the aim is to try
and prove each other's
ideas wrong. Set a timer for
4 minutes and start the
paper war by passing the
paper back and forth,
adding your arguments.
Afterwards, read it back
and see who was more
convincing!

Spelling: Continue to
complete your Soundwaves
activity pages for this
week's sound ‘ar a’ and
have a go at the challenge.

If you finish early, complete
the interactive games and
activities online.

for this week. Go online and
complete the segmenting
activity if you haven’t
already.

Break Break Break Break Break Break
Middle Mathematics

Mathletics - Log on and try
to complete 2-3 activities.
Multiplication speed test -
Use a timer to record your
time solving one column of
the ‘Mixed multiplication
facts’ worksheet below.
Attempt the other columns

Mathematics
Mathletics - Log on and
try to complete 2-3
activities.

Activity: Continue the
following number patterns
until there are 6 terms in
each.

Mathematics
Mathletics - Log on
and try to complete 2-3
activities.

Activity: Complete the
‘Toothpick Patterns’
worksheet. If you do
NOT have toothpicks at

Mathematics
Mathletics - Log on and try
to complete 2-3 activities.

Activity: Complete the
‘Patterns and Functions’
worksheet.

Problem Solving: The bus

Mathematics
Mathletics - Log on and try
to complete 2-3 activities.

Activity: Complete any
activities that you missed or
did not finish throughout the
week.
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throughout the week and try
to beat your time!

A number pattern is a list or
sequence of numbers that
follows a certain rule. The
rule may involve any of the
operations (addition,
subtraction, multiplication or
division) or a combination of
operations.

For example in this pattern -
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,
20, 22, the numbers are
going up by 2’s

In this pattern - 60, 30, 15,
7.5, the number is being
divided by 2 or halved.

In number patterns, the
numbers in the pattern are
called ‘terms’. For example,
in the number pattern 4, 8,
12, 16, the first term is 4, the
second term is 8 etc.

Activity: Create your own
pattern, each containing 5
terms. Use the criteria listed
below and make 3-6
different patterns.
- a pattern using addition
- a pattern using

- 6, 12, 18
- 42, 35, 28
- 9, 18, 27
- 160, 80, 40
- 2.2, 4.4, 6.6
- ¼, 2/4,  ¾,

Problem Solving: What
number am I thinking of?
“I am a 2-digit number. If
you double me and
subtract 8, the answer is
16.”

Problem solving answers
will be posted on Google
Classroom each day.

home, just draw
toothpicks (regular lines
will do) on a piece of
paper to help with your
working out or use
pencils as toothpicks.

Problem Solving: The
amount of money in
Mason’s wallet
decreased everyday.
On Monday he had
$50, on Tuesday he
had $44, on
Wednesday he had $38
and on Thursday he
had $32. How much
money will he have left
on Friday?

Problem solving
answers will be posted
on Google Classroom
each day.

takes 8 minutes to travel 5
km, 16 minutes to travel 10
km and 24 minutes to travel
15 km. How long would it
take to travel 20 km?

Problem solving answers
will be posted on Google
Classroom each day.

Problem Solving: At 6am
the temperature was 9°C.
What was the temperature
at 1pm if it rose 2 degrees
every hour?

Problem solving answers
will be posted on Google
Classroom each day.
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subtraction
- a pattern using

multiplication
- a pattern using division
- a decimal pattern
- a fraction pattern

Problem Solving: Will
renews his licence every
few years. When do you
think he’ll renew it again if
he renewed it in 2005, 2009
and 2013?

Problem solving answers
will be posted on Google
Classroom each day.

Break Break Break Break Break Break
Afternoon Creative Arts

Crazy Hair Day Line
Drawing
Watch the following
YouTube video:
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=KyNTXpimOh8

Follow the steps to create
your own crazy hair day line
drawing and post a photo of
it on Google Classroom.

Science & Technology
Watch the following
YouTube clip and
complete the worksheet
attached below
https://www.abc.net.au/btn
/classroom/bush-food/105
30342

PDHPE
Get Active: Complete the
Episode 3, overarm throw
activity attached below.
Stay active and have fun
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zM3GZ9RjumU

Science & Technology
Investigating flight.
Refer to the
attachments below to
complete the task. One
task needs to be posted
to Google Classroom.

Geography
Natural Disasters

The experience of natural
disasters has come to be
seen as part of the
Australian national
character. Dorothea
McKellar wrote a famous
poem.

My Country
Use the poem to complete
the activity attached below.

Watch this week’s episode
of ‘Behind the News’.
Answer the question posted
on Google Classroom.

PDHPE
Stay active and have fun
Be Skilled Be Fit
https://youtu.be/6nuUsQl24
eU

Try to include some daily physical activity during the week – take the dog for a walk, run around the yard, ride your bike, use a
skipping rope, do some yoga or mindfulness etc
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Super 6 – Reading Activities

Summarising Predicting Making
Connections

Visualising Monitoring Questioning

Chapter Summary
Write a paragraph

summarising one chapter
from your text.

Before reading
predicting

Choose one chapter
to read. Before you
read it, write down 3

predictions. After
you have read the

chapter, tick
whether your

predictions were
correct. If they

weren’t, write what
actually happened.

Text to text
connections

What is another text
(book, movie etc.) that

this reminds you of,
why? Write about it.

Visualising with the 5
senses

Divide your page into 5
sections with the

headings - See, Hear,
Taste, Touch, Smell.
Read one descriptive
paragraph from your
text and sketch what
you visualise seeing,

hearing, touching,
smelling and tasting.

Monitoring reading
Collect 4 post-it note, draw the

following symbols on them + - * !
They mean:

+ New information
- I don’t understand

* Interesting fact
! Something unexpected

As you read, use the post it notes to
stick into your text. For example, you
might use the + when there is a new
character or setting in the text, you
might use – for a word you don’t

understand, you might use the * for a
new fact you learned about a topic or
when a new character trait is revealed

and you might use the ! when
something surprising happens in the

text.
Write in your book about how you used

the post it notes to monitor your
reading.

I used the + when…
I used the – when…
I used the * when…
I used the ! when…

Questioning the characters

Choose 2 different characters
from the text. Write down 5
questions you would ask

them if you could interview
those characters.

V.I.Ps

Choose 3 very important
points from a chapter.

Write what happened and
why each point is

important in your own
words.

So far… Next…

Write a few
sentences to

describe what has
happened so far in
the text. Then write
a few sentences to
describe what you
predict will happen

next.

Text to self
connections

What is something that
has happened to you
that this text reminds
you of? Write about it.

Visualising a setting

Choose a setting from
the text and sketch
what you visualise it

looks like based on the
language the author

has used to describe it.
Write the descriptive

words from the text that
helped you to visualise

the setting.

Questioning the author

Write down 5 questions you
would ask the author about

this text in an interview.

CHALLENGE – predict how
the author would answer and

write answers from the
authors perspective































Tuesday Science Activity Sheet - Bush Food



Science Research Task - Investigating Flight

Have you ever wanted to fly? To soar above valleys and mountains, cities and oceans, feeling the wind whipping against your face? Flight has
fascinated humans for as long as we have looked skyward and seen birds soaring gracefully above the trees. What is it to fly? How do we
explain flight?

What flies?
We know birds and insects fly. Bees fly, bats fly. Planes and helicopters do too. You might say gliders, kites, hang-gliders and boomerangs fly as well.

Is flight about things moving through the air?

People – including scientists and engineers – have their own ways to define flight.

● Some have a narrow definition: things that fly are those that can stay in the air for a period of time with controlled movement and have their
own power source.

● Others insist that only things with wings can truly fly.
● Others are more inclusive: if it doesn’t fall out of the sky because of gravity, it must be flying.

Carry out your own research to answer the following questions:

1. What is flight? 11. What are the four forces a plane needs to fly?
2. How do things fly? 12. What produces the thrust of a plane?
3. What do wings do? 13. Explain: a planes lift, thrust, weight and drag.
4. How do birds fly? 14. Draw a diagram to explain the answers to question 13.
5. How far can birds fly?
6. What do feathers do?
7. How do hang-gliders work?
8. How do kites work?
9. How do gliders fly without a motor?
10. Did Richard Pearse fly before the Wright brothers?

https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/304-flight-mythology
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/304-flight-mythology


Science Experiment

Build and test 3 to 5 paper plane designs to establish which plane can fly the furthest, stay aloft the longest, and which is the most accurate.

Prediction: Which plane will fly the furthest? Why?

Record your findings.

Don't forget to take fair testing conditions into consideration.

Which aspect of each plane’s design affected its distance, lift, and accuracy?

Take a photo or short video of yourself  making or flying your plane and upload it to Google Classroom.



Geography

Natural Disasters
The experience of natural disasters has come to be seen as part of the Australian national character. Dorothea McKellar wrote a famous poem - My
Country.

Use the poem below to complete the activity.

I love a sunburnt country, a land of sweeping plains,

Of ragged mountain ranges, of droughts and flooding rains.

I love her far horizons, I love her jewel-sea,

Her beauty and her terror – the wide brown land for me!

1. What is your favourite image from a verse of this poem? (draw it as you see it).
2. Why do you think the author says 'her beauty and her terror’?
3. Do you think Australian people are connected to the land the same way they were 100 years ago?
4. If you were asked to write a poem titled MY Country, what would you write about?
5. In what ways has the Australian countryside changed over the last 100 years?

EXTENSION: Write your own poem using your ideas from the questions.



HENRY FULTON PUBLIC SCHOOL SUGGESTED ONLINE RESOURCES

English

Soundwaves Spelling - https://online.fireflyeducation.com.au/services/student_login/soundwaves

Behind the News - https://www.abc.net.au/btn/

Kids News - https://www.kidsnews.com.au/

Storyline Online - https://www.storylineonline.net/

Numeracy

Mathletics - https://login.mathletics.com/

Mathantics Video Lessons - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBuMwlP7kHkNxdPAqtFSJTw

Cool math games - https://www.coolmathgames.com/

Other KLA’s

National Geographic - https://www.natgeokids.com/au/category/discover/

The Body Coach TV (Kids Workouts) - https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1

Blockly Games Coding - https://blockly.games/

ABC education - https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/home

Google Classroom Codes

6H – m4cmyt6 | 56C – lexmq67 | 5L – 7pg4b5t | 45J – k6cd4jx
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